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This won’t come as a surprise to those
that follow American politics. The death
of Democracy in the United States began
with the assassination of John F.
Kennedy. Ever since then we have had
puppets for Presidents, the Supreme
Court was stacked with fascist
conservatives by the Bush administration
– and while some charge George W.
Bush with destroying American
Democracy via the “Unitary Executive
Doctrine” it actually began before Bush
was crowned President in an election

that he actually lost by the Supreme Court. His administration was responsible for lies and War
Crimes, however the death throes of The United States actually began in earnest with Rupert
Murdoch, a  Corporate Fascist, and his propaganda arm, Fox News, which I refer to as the
Republican Learning Channel. One simple court battle set the stage for the loss of honest voting and
corruption/propaganda throughout the Mainstream News Media. It’s been a long battle and the last
nail was hammered into the coffin of Democracy by another Federal Judge that despises our system
of Democracy as much as George Bush’s Grandfather, Prescott Bush.  (and this LINK too.)

The stage was set when FOX News went to Federal Court in Florida in 2003 to argue that they didn’t
have to tell the truth on their so-called “News Channel”:

I found out that a 2003 Florida appeals court case decided that Fox News has a First Amendment
right to lie: A Florida Appeals court ruled there is absolutely nothing illegal about lying, concealing or
distorting information by a major press organization. The court reversed the $425,000 jury verdict in
favor of journalist Jane Akre who charged she was pressured by Fox Television management and
lawyers to air what she knew and documented to be false information. The ruling basically declares it
is technically not against any law, rule, or regulation to deliberately lie or distort the news on a
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television broadcast. MUCH MORE

Republicans religiously watch Fox News,
and even though they broadcast less
truth than Pinocchio, their viewership
eats it up and takes it as the Gospel. I
live in the Deep South and whenever you
go to a Dr.’s office, or other public
business, like it or not, Fox News will be
blaring from their slick LCD TV’s. Fox
News is responsible for getting GOP
voters to vote against their own best
interests election after election. (Sic)

To make matters worse, a corrupt
Supreme Court made a ruling on a case
they had no business hearing:

Something terrible happened to
American democracy at the Supreme
Court yesterday ….
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US Supreme Court x's

Yesterday, January 21, 2010, the US Supreme Court dealt potentially a lethal blow to what’s left of
American democracy.  The slim majority of  right-wing radical activists on the highest court in the land
decided that corporations are people and that there should be no limitations on the amount of money
they can spend on elections and candidates.

This means that corporations can now spend unlimited monies on any candidate and on any election
they want.  The 5 to 4 decision overturned decades of corporate restrictions and overturned a
century’s-old  limit on the role of corporate money in federal elections, on the books since Teddy
Roosevelt was president.  MUCH MORE

Democrat, Independents, and even Republicans have been expressing their outrage against this
atrocity against the U.S. Constitution. Money is now the operative word in all U.S. elections, and sadly,
fascists like the KOCH Brothers are shelling out millions of dollars which will make this next
Presidential election the most expensive election in our history. My inbox is constantly full of
Democratic Candidates pleading for money, but the rank and file of the Democratic Party have nothing
near the money that Corporate America is pouring into the next election cycle to rule the United
States their way, the 1% against the 99%, and realistically, the bribe taking GOP leadership just voted
against a Constitutional Amendment in the Senate along Party Lines to kill the amendment; why
should they vote against the millions of dollars of dark money being spent on fascist America to get
their candidates in office?

For me, the final stroke of a corrupt Federal Court System came two days ago and I was too



nauseated to write about it then so please forgive my lapse in reporting upon this final blow to
Democracy:
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Judge strikes down Ohio ban on political lies

Law barred people from knowingly or recklessly making false statements about candidates
September 12, 2014 1:32AM ET

In a ruling that could reverberate nationwide, a federal judge has struck down Ohio’s law barring
people from knowingly or recklessly making false statements about candidates in a case that the U.S.
Supreme Court said needed to be heard.

U.S. District Court Judge Timothy Black ruled Thursday that Ohio’s law, in effect since 1995, is
unconstitutional and prohibited the Ohio Elections Commission and its members from enforcing the
law.

The judge said in his ruling that the answer to false statements in politics is “not to force silence, but
to encourage truthful speech in response, and to let the voters, not the government, decide what the
political truth is.”  MUCH MORE

This decision will reverberate throughout the states, Fox News is still spewing out lies and
propaganda, as the GOP Leadership and the candidates themselves are – consider the hundreds of
millions of dollars that Corporations are pouring into the next election and any logical individual will
ascertain the GOP will win both houses by a landslide. When you add-up all of the above, the United
States is for sale and the sale became final two days ago!`  The GOP rank and file wanted money out
of politics, but the GOP leadership, traitors that they are, voted for the 1% instead.
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